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April 7, 2017
Ms. Quin MacKenzie
Consultant, Sustainable Development
Stantec
102-40 Highfield Park Drive
Dartmouth, NS
B3A 0A3
Dear Quin,
On behalf of IPOANS and members who participated in Stantec’s Landlord Focus group, thank you. The
meeting was informative and having the opportunity to present our point of view was appreciated.
Below are key points put forward by participants; to put in context I have taken the liberty of including
commentary.
1. Problems being experienced are mainly with a small group of residential and income property
owners (irresponsible, quasi) operating under bylaw enforcement’s radar; introducing a landlord
licensing program (LLLP) will not result in identifying noncompliant residential and income
property owners.
Jurisdictions that have an established LLLP history show residential and income property owners
did not respond to LLL registration as anticipated. In Ontario, London LLLP continues to be
taxpayer subsidized resulting in fees collected insufficient to underwrite LLLP expenses. In an
attempt to cover program costs London increased application renewal fees to increase from $55
to $165, while Waterloo reduced the inspection cycle from 5 to 3 years without a corresponding
reduction in inspection fees. In 2014 Mississauga implemented an LLLP targeting “second unit
rentals”. At the end of 2015, only 67 property owners registered with 97 applications in progress.
Five percent of the property owners who began the application process withdrew their
application.
To reiterate, in HRM we expect there will be a large group of undetectable noncompliant income
and or residential property owners who will deliberately choose not to participate in an LLLP.
Noncompliance will result in either ongoing taxpayers’ subsidization or increased fees being levied
against responsible income property owners who are not reason the program is being
contemplated.
2. Strengthening existing applicable bylaws and bylaw enforcement combined with HRM
implementing a sustained and robust bylaw educational campaign would resolve a number of
Landlord/Tenant bylaw noncompliance challenging HRM Bylaw Enforcement.
Jurisdictions that opted out of implementing an LLLP were successful in achieving a reduction in
bylaw violations by:
 Strengthening existing bylaws and bylaw enforcement
 Reconfiguring current bylaw operations to implement a dedicated rental housing
inspection team
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 Strengthening relationships with local police, fire departments, community outreach
workers, universities, technical institutes and colleges
 Working with universities, technical institutes and colleges to develop comprehensive,
robust and sustained educational campaigns targeting students, tenants, income and
residential property owners
3. Existing HRM Bylaw property enforcement is inadequate. HRM citizens do not fully understand
their bylaw rights and for those who complain, find the “witness” requirement intimidating. The
question: if existing bylaw enforcement cannot resolve current property maintenance and
standards noncompliance, how will introducing an additional layer of enforcement bureaucracy
resolve current issues being experienced? Wouldn’t it make sense to implement property
maintenance and standards protocol improvements within the current HRM Bylaw Enforcement
regime?
Jurisdictions that opted out of implementing an LLLP enhanced their bylaw compliance processes
and service delivery protocols. A higher number of complaints calls/emails were received by
implementing:
 A streamlined and simplified bylaw complaint process with no witness requirement
 A bylaw educational campaign
4. Income Property owners are concerned with jurisdictional conflict. Adding an LLLP will create
confusion among tenants, income property owners and legislative administrators.
Income property owners and tenants are governed by the NSRTA administered by the NSRTB. To
settle disputes between tenants and landlords the NSRTA affords the right to due process. Will
“municiple regulation trump provincial regulations?” In addition, income property owners are
regulated by a myriad of Federal and Provincial code legislation that carry significant financial
penalties for noncompliance. What value does another legislated layer of enforcement add that
is not already enforced under other jurisdictional legislation? Will income property owners be
double penalized?
5. Will HRM as license grantor be assuming liability for maintenance deficiencies post license
issuance? LLL will convey to tenants a false sense of security.
Continual maintenance repairs is the nature of the income property business. Normal wear and
tear, tenant damages and damages caused by the elements are a few reasons for continual
maintenance and repairs. Hypothetically, if HRM issues a “certificate of compliance license” the
following day the property could be noncompliant. Or, on a three year cycle licensing program,
an income property could be noncompliant and undetected for 1,094 days then have necessary
work performed to become compliant for the 1,095th day. Such actions will leave both tenants
and rental prospects with a false sense of security. If an inspector, misdiagnoses a severe code
violation and grants a license which results in a tenant relying on said license and then a serious
injury occurs does liability fall with HRM? With an income property universe estimated to be
between 45,000 and 85,000 income properties how can HRM ensure or finance a sufficient
complement of qualified inspectors to ensure all properties are properly canvassed, inspected
and documented to meet tenant anticipated expectations?
6. Complaint Calls to HPD, HFD and 311 should automatically trigger property inspections.
Jurisdictions that opted out of implementing an LLLP instead implemented property inspections
based on property complaint calls to police, fire and 311. Properties investigated had high
numbers of building code violations. In American LLLPs, high number of police, fire, and 311 calls
equates to building code noncompliance.
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7. Landlord Licensing affects housing affordability
When Waterloo introduced an LLLP, income property owners argued before the ORTB that LLLP
fees incurred required a higher than ORTB’s 2% max Rent Control increase. ORTB awarded
landlords an additional 6% increase thus allowing landlords the ability to increase rents by a total
of 8%.
8. Vulnerable tenants are protected under the Nova Scotia Residential Tenancies Act (NSRTA) from
landlord retribution. All tenants receive automatic tenure upon signing a lease, therefore, a
landlord cannot evict without substantiated cause nor can a landlord opt not to renew a lease.
NSRTB’s hearing fees are waived to allow process participation to those receiving DCS’ housing
entitlements or CPP/OAS payments.
DCS housing entitlement and CPP/OAS payments are insufficient to pay market rents thus
preventing landlords serving this market to charge rents that allow them to re-invest in their
assets.
Vulnerable tenants being afraid to make complaint calls is an issue; however, implementing a LLLP
will not resolve what is a complicated social issue based on a general mistrust of authorities.
As long as current DCS housing entitlements and CPP/OAS payments remain at current levels
without a rent supplement bump, landlords will be unable to reinvest in their assets. Until there
is real change in DCS’ housing entitlement, CPP/OAS payments or a strategy is in place to increase
the number of rental supplements to meet demand, landlords unable to reinvest in their assets
will be an ongoing problem which will worsen as assets continue to deteriorate.
Jurisdictions that reconfigured current bylaw operations to implement a dedicated rental housing
inspection team had a positive in impact resolving vulnerable tenants’ code noncompliance
issues. This was accomplished by inspection teams being proactive in targeted communities
developing relationships with tenants. In addition, inspection teams established trust and working
relationships with outreach workers and tenant advocacy groups.
9. Market forces will correct the problem. Landlords in HRM are upgrading existing properties and
holding the line on rents to remain competitive in what is becoming a hyper competitive market
due to new developments coming to market.
In Ontario, developers stepped up to meet student and parent demands for purpose-built rentals
offering secure upscale living and amenities resulting in reduced demand for converted dwellings
rentals. Waterloo is currently experiencing an oversupply of beds servicing the student market.
Another factor ebbing demand, declining student enrollment. International student enrollment is
increasing but not enough to make up for declines in Ontario student population enrollment. To
put Waterloo’s experience in context, purpose-built rentals in HRM have been on the upswing;
since 2012 approximately 2000 upscale rental units came to market; in 2017 approximately 1,000
units are coming to market on the peninsula with more units coming to market in 2018.
Like Ontario, students’ and parents’ demands for purposed built rentals is growing in HRM. HRM’s
student university enrollment is in decline while International student enrollment is increasing.
Market dynamics will continue to decrease demand for converted dwelling rentals. In short, the
market is working as it should.
10. What is the magnitude of the perceived problem of income property noncompliance? IPOANS has
never received or seen hard data on income property noncompliance. Focus group participants
expressed views about costs to taxpayers and an LLLP has the potential to turn out to be a “tax
grab” at income property owners’ expense.
A number of LLLP’s programs require sustained taxpayer funding as participation rates fell short
of projections, correspondingly, an LLLP has the potential to become an unnecessary “tax grab.”
Even though Waterloo in 2012 and 2013 experienced a 50% participation rate experienced an
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accumulated $862k surplus in its LLLP. Jurisdictions that opted out of implementing an LLLP
directed their Bylaw Enforcement to strengthen existing bylaws; enforcement enjoyed success in
reducing income property noncompliance at no cost to income property owners and at an
insignificant cost to taxpayers.
To have a sustained funded LLLP requires a substantial Secondary Market rental base. Based on
CMHC’s 2011 Census/National Household Survey, HRM’s Secondary market represents 34.7% and
London’s represents 32.7%. London’s LLLP, implemented in 2010, continues to be a taxpayer
subsidized program annually costing taxpayers $1.2m. Toronto, launching an LLLP July 1st,
Secondary market represents 50.4%. The question, “what is the number of income properties that
HRM Staff consider bylaw or code noncompliant?” Answering this question will enable informed
dialogue to commence.
IPOANS’ opinion remains, that the majority of problems being experienced are related to property
standards, tenant behaviour, and modification of buildings and homes without city permits. All are
covered under existing bylaws.
Given the complexity and enormity of licensing rental properties finding less expensive alternatives
that meets HRM objectives would be more preferable to taxpayers. In the long-term, focusing solely
on increasing regulation to address property standards issues in rental housing is likely to create
unattainable expectations for tenants and surrounding residential property owners while
simultaneously placing undesirable pressures on HRM and income property owners to meet
anticipated expectations.
Sincerely,

Kevin Russell
Landlord Licensing Committee Chair, IPOANS
Tel: (902)789-0946 Email:kevingrussell@gmail.com
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